Depth impressions are an inward associative layer of the expressed impressions of humans. To analyze tactile interaction, it is essential to examine what users feel and imagine and how they create depth impressions by touching and looking at different materials. On the basis of tactile interactions, this study captures and analyzes users' depth impressions on materials. We propose impressionable new tactile material for design from the viewpoint of depth impressions and emotional engineering. We employed a concept networks-based method to analyze the experimentally obtained verbalized protocols and to identify the depth impressions. We found that the feel of materials' tactile naturalness is related to the depth impressions and concept networks' complexity. The depth impressions and concept network of the proposed micro-print material are distinct and beyond that of existing natural or artificial materials. These findings will help in employing new analysis tools and developing better tactile materials for designing products.
INTRODUCTION

Design and impressions
User-oriented design requires understanding impressions in the users' minds created while using and interpreting the designed product [1, 2, 3] . The role of impressions in emotional design [1] is investigated by focusing on users' visual, tactile, or sound interactions with designed products. The emotional engineering or Kansei approach focuses on measuring users' feelings and connects them with the properties of the potential product [4, 5] . Using this approach, the product brings forward the feeling intended by its design. There are many advantages of using the Kansei evaluation method for designing products. For example, Ohtomi [4] surveyed sound quality products and verified the design for worth. Thus, emotional engineering has become a popular method for investigating users' sensibility related to impressions on designed products.
However, the process of determining users' perception of the designed products and the expression of users' impressions are very complex issues. The impressions expressed by users depend on the language in which they are expressed. Thus, one problem with the expression of users' impressions on designed products is related to how these expressions can be verbalized. The emotional engineering approach uses semantic differential scales to evaluate users' impressions. It is difficult to express users' emotional impressions using such scales.
Depth impressions
Recently, many studies have focused on understanding the actual impressions behind surface impressions. In these studies, it is considered that people ascribe many interpretative meanings to designed products [6] . Interpretative meanings include not only functional aspects but also impressions. The impressions formed after using a designed product serve to evoke deeper impressions, which differ from the surface impressions because the user has learned about the designed product and has cultivated a deeper impression of the product. Such impressions of designed products are referred to as depth images, latent concepts, or depth impressions [6] . This inward impression is related to the notion of an image schema [7] in connection with the perception and creation of meaning. Such image schemas refer to the perception of basic meanings such as one of up/down.
Previous studies investigate the role of users' deeper impressions from the designed products [6] or the aspect of designers' deeper impressions during the generation of the design idea [8] . Depth impressions could be identified and investigated in case of visual perception and impression gained from designed products. The importance of depth impressions for users was shown by identifying center latent impressions from explicit impressions [9] , which accounted for users' impression of preferred products. Moreover, depth impressions account for users' understanding of designed products in connection with colors [6] .
Authors of previous works have faced different challenges in capturing depth impressions. Among the main constraints of the obtained results in such studies was that they used only the visual perception of the investigated design products.
Depth impressions in tactile interaction
One of the core human interactions is made through tactile processes, and this is how users obtain a direct and primary understanding of any product. Thus, the tactile sensory modality and haptic perception from product materials is an expanding topic of investigation [10, 11] . Many studies identify this topic as a challenging area among the investigations of designers'/users' sensorial perceptions, selection of product materials [11, 12, 13] , and product experience [14] . These studies evaluated and reported users' tactile perceptions and preferences with regard to material properties such as hardness and roughness [10, 11] . Human touch mechanism and tactile information were analyzed for understanding how to deliver positive impressions of value and joy on a car's interiors (Nissan's premium-feel interior concept [15] ). The users' feelings are quantified to help create an optimally designed product. Surface textures closer to a human fingerprint were found to create a better feeling. Such textures go deep into the fingerprint bottom and thus create a comfortable and less dry and rough feeling in users. This finding is a step forward in gaining an in-depth understanding of users' tactile perceptions and feelings of product materials.
Here, we use the term "depth impressions" in the sense of associative depth images [6] or the intangible characteristics of materials-such as associations and emotions [11] -created in users in their tactile interaction with materials. Despite the importance of tactile interaction, previous studies did not investigate the users' impressions behind these explicit surface impressions. The characteristics of depth impressions obtained from tactile interactions have not been investigated as yet. In the interaction between materials and humans, we consider that basic impressions of naturalness and habituation exist. This viewpoint is in congruence with the basic theories of the creation of meaning and is in accordance with Lakoff's theory on image schemas [7] .
The objective to analyze "tactile interaction", namely to understand how users feel or imagine touch and look at materials, is essential for designing products. Our goal is to understand the role of depth impressions obtained from tactile interaction with materials. Moreover, our intention is to propose an impressionably new material as compared with the existing materials.
ISSUES RELATED TO TACTILE INTERACTIONS
Research on tactile interactions
Very little is known about the tactile interactions of materials and their connection with the design of products. Karana et al. [11] identified the importance of and the lack of knowledge on the intangible characteristics of materials for material selection by product designers. Thus, in this paper, we focus on capturing intangible characteristics such as impressions, associations, and images in the case of tactile interactions.
A number of studies on tactile perceptions have focused on the nature of users' descriptions [10, 11] . Semantics, associated with touch experiences, is investigated as perceptual dimensions by Picard et al. [10] . Textures are evaluated based on scale descriptors and verbal labels. Multidimensional scaling (MDS) is used as a common method for placing and concluding the results of users' evaluations on scaled descriptors. The resulting dimensions are relevant to the properties of the product materials and thus can be used in the materials selection process. In another study, materials for design are classified in categories based on users' descriptions [11] . The intangible characteristics (perceived values, associations, emotions, cultural meanings, design movements, and trends) are found to be critical for material selection for product design, along with sensorial properties (vision, touch, sound, smell, and taste). In an approach based on emotional design [1] , Hilton [12] uses a set of textures and emotional images to investigate the users' tactile considerations for materials. The results are cross-referenced and show the low reliability of the associations with the emotional response obtained from textures. Lack of reliability of the tactile perceptions has been reported in many studies [10, 12] .
The semantic differential method (SD) by Osgood et al. [16] is the basis for the use of bipolar semantic scale descriptors for the evaluation of tactile perceptions. This method is often used in combination with or as a step within other approaches for understanding the users' tactile impression of materials [10, 17] . Although quantitatively informative, these approaches are often not sufficient or conclusive for understanding user's tactile perceptions and associations of the materials toward material selection in product design.
The users' tactile evaluations and preferences of materials vary based on the background research [11, 17] . For example, preference is explained on the basis of the ranked sensorial properties connected with the manufacturing process. Previous studies have not added to the knowledge base on users' tactile perceptions and the resulting depth impressions. Furthermore, the connection of users' tactile perceptions and depth impressions with the characteristics and evaluations of materials too has not been elaborated. The studies connect users' evaluations with particular material properties [10] , rather than offering explanations and knowledge on the underlying reasons for the users' impressions and evaluations.
We consider that the main cause of the inconclusive results is the narrow focus on haptic modality and experiences in the experiments, and the surface approach toward the obtained impressions based on the SD method or similar predefined scale-based descriptors. In the case of users' or designers' impressions of the tactile interaction with the product, such impressions are rarely isolated to only tactile perceptions. Moreover, the usual impressions from such perceptions are not limited to common or general descriptors, like the ones used in the SD method. On the contrary, they generate rather rich associations. We consider that by focusing our attention on these associations, we can gain knowledge of the core images and inward depth impressions, which can later be employed in the selection of materials for designing products.
Approach toward the issue
Regarding the tactile interactions with materials, we strongly consider that depth impressions and associations evoked in users can provide understanding of material perception as artificial/natural and habituation with the material (Figure 1 ). We consider that the recognition of materials with regards to naturalness and human perceptions of materials are connected through depth impressions. Human beings possess the quality of tactile perception and recognition of material naturalness [15] , and they can provide different evaluations of natural and artificial materials (of the designed products). Moreover, human beings have for long been using materials such as wood or metal, whereas the usage of materials such as plastic did not begin until very recently. The longer usage of some materials probably affected their depth impressions. We consider that these tactual perceptions and recognitions are connected with depth impressions. These issues are particularly relevant to the work and office environments.
In this study, we narrow our focus to providing new material for products that can be used in an office environment. Furthermore, we propose designing such new material from the viewpoint of emotional engineering. We are facing a challenge to impressionably "synthesize" a new material that evokes the perceptions and recognitions "beyond" those of the existing natural or artificial materials. Therefore, we focus on the emotional aspects of human beings, especially the depth impressions that underlie the surface impressions that occur in the users' minds. In our experiment, we focused on the users' interaction with materials that are commonly used in offices. 
AIM
This study aims to understand the role of depth impressions through tactile interaction with materials. Moreover, we aim to propose an impressionably new material, as compared to the existing materials. We make the following assumptions:
-Tactile change in materials creates different depth impressions. Moreover, the depth impressions are different in case of new materials as compared to the materials users are accustomed with.
-We can propose an "impressionably" new material on the basis of the depth impressions.
METHOD FOR DEPTH IMPRESSION ANALYSIS
Methodology of the study
The methodology of this study consists of (1) an experiment for the identification of the depth impressions by construction of concept networks based on the collected explicitly expressed impressions, and (2) an analysis of the depth impressions and characteristics of the constructed concept networks.
The idea of concept networks has its origins in the field of psychology. Concept networks depict human memory as an associative system wherein a single idea can lead to many other ideas. As computational structures, these networks can be used to model conceptual associations. Previous studies use concept networks as tools for identifying depth impressions [6, 9] or for understanding basic processes in design [18] .
Definitions
The following definitions and interpretations in terms of concept networks are introduced to clarify the proposed method in this study.
• Depth impressions -associative impression words behind the expressed impressions.
• Significant nodes -important words from users' verbalized protocols that create depth impressions.
Steps identifying depth impressions and significant nodes
We describe a methodology to identify depth impressions and significant nodes by constructing a concept network of impressions for every case of users' explicitly expressed impressions gained from tactile interaction with particular material. Our method is based on the method employed by Zhou et al. [6] , and we have developed it for the case of tactile interactions. The details are provided in the following description and in Figure 2 .
Verbalized protocols are obtained from users during tactile interaction with a material. The stimulus words are detected as associative words from each word obtained from verbalized protocols by using the concept network of associative words (Figure 2 ). The associative concept network differs from the general concept networks used in natural language processing, since it distinguishes between the two categories of words (associative and stimulus words) rather than word hierarchy. The pairs of verbalized protocol words (associative words) and stimulus words are used to calculate the number of connections per stimulus word. Thus, we obtain the weights of the stimulus words. The words are transferred onto vector graphs (concept network structures) based on the calculated weights (as scores indicating the number of connections) of the detected stimulus words. Network analyses are based on network theory, which involves graph theory as a representation of relations between discrete elements. To detect the depth impressions, the concept network structure applied in the psychological approach provides a framework for the nodes and link structure. We construct vector graphs that represent the depth impressions and significant nodes from tactile interactions. On the basis of this network structure, we clarify the basic structure of the network. The depth impressions and significant nodes are extracted from these graphs. The depth impressions are represented as vertices (nodes of the concept network) that have greater weights in forming the associative concept network. These nodes initiate (or are the source of) more connections in the network. This phenomenon can be measured as an out-degree centrality of the network [19] . The significant nodes are vertices that play an important intermediate role in the concept network. These nodes receive more connections in the network. This phenomenon can be measured as an indegree centrality of the network [19] .
Tool for impression analysis
We apply the Associative Concept Dictionary (ACD) by Ishizaki [20] as an associative concept database for identifying stimulus words from the obtained verbalized protocols. The ACD is constructed in a large-scale association experiment and applies to most common nouns. The structure of ACD is particularly useful for the automatic associative analysis of Japanese words. The analysis of a concept network (represented as out-degree centrality graphs of the associative words-the words with a higher number of out-degree connections are identified as depth impressions) is performed using ACD (for clarification, see Figure 3 ). 
EXPERIMENT
Participants and tactile material stimuli
Ten subjects (4 males and 6 females) aged between 23 and 60 participated in this experiment. The subjects were desk workers and academic researchers who usually use office goods such as stationery and furniture. We can consider them as users of products made from the sample existing materials we tested.
Our material selection is relevant to the office environment. We chose a total of seven existing and artificially created materials in the experiment. The existing samples of materials were metal, leather, wood, plastic, and cloth. Such samples of materials are common for the users' everyday environment in office. They are often used as stimuli in experiments conducted for determining users' impression of materials [11] .
The sample we proposed as a new material was produced using micro-inkjet printing technology. This technology allowed us to prepare a non-layered three-dimensional structure on the surface, thereby representing the new feature of the material. This sample was a dot-like micro-print of acrylic fiber system resin realized on a glass surface as dots with a pitch of 1000 micrometers, at a height of 14.4 micrometers, and a diameter of 88.4 micrometers. This advanced material production technology used the superfine inkjet system developed by SIJ Technology, Inc. for producing the microprint sample. The technology allows for the ejection of superfine liquid droplets significantly smaller than the conventional inkjet ones. The liquid (acrylic fiber system resin) is accumulated to form a three-dimensional structure on the surface. This technology can be applied to a single-micron level micro fabrication. Later in this paper, the sample produced using micro-inkjet printing is referred as micro-print.
Moreover, one material sample-glass-was used as a reference. It was made of the same base glass as the micro-print sample. We added the glass sample to check if it would create a different impression based on the change of material. Comparing the micro-print sample with the glass will provide us with greater insight on the role of depth impressions.
These artificial and natural materials possessed various tactile properties. The participants of our experiment were unfamiliar with the method of production employed for the micro-print sample. The choice of materials was limited to seven samples (stimuli) due to the possibility of the participants "exhausting" during the free verbal descriptions of their impressions.
Setting
The samples were of size 2.5 x 2.5 cm and were placed in the B5-sized card folders. This allowed participants' tactile interaction with the materials, while minimizing but not isolating the influence of visual perception. This experimental setting allowed users to interact, feel, or imagine while touching or looking at the material samples in a manner closely resembling an actual situation. The experimental setting included audio recording. Verbalized protocols during tactile interaction with the provided samples from the 10 subjects were collected and analyzed (think aloud protocol).
Procedure
The purpose of the experiment was not to evaluate individuals. The experiment involved providing the samples of materials in different orders for every participant, and it took from 9 to 21 minutes in every case. The instructions were as follows.
"Touch the material sample in the middle with your right index finger. Think about the texture that you are touching. Explain the impressions it provides. How does it feel? How do you describe the material? What is your impression?" There were no limitations on the number of impressions that the participant could explain. The participants could look at the sample during the experiment. After the verbalized protocols, the participants evaluated the samples on the differential scale of "dislike" to "like" from 1 to 7.
ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
First analysis of impressions
The think aloud protocol from the audio recording was transcribed into a text file. The following method, outlined in Section 4, was employed for analyzing the users' verbalized protocols. From the initially collected expressions, 305 separate words were collected for the seven samples.
The concept networks were visualized using Pajek 1.25 software [21, 22] . The depth impressions were identified as all associative words with vertices over 0.010. The depth impressions (Table 1) were displayed in the constructed concept networks (Figure 4 ). This resulted in a total of 105 depth impressions, including those duplicated from different samples, and 255 significant nodes. Figure 4 shows an example visualization of the concept networks of samples of wood and plastic.
We can observe that the first sample (wood, as well as metal and leather) created numerous depth impressions (numerous numbers of links) and strongly linked significant nodes. The samples with an average number of links (microprint and cloth) and those with fewer links (plastic and glass) created fewer significant nodes and depth impressions. We can also judge the intensity of the concept networks. 
Second analysis of impressions
Due to the extremely high complexity of the networks created in the first stage of our analysis, we conducted a second analysis of the depth impressions. We adopted a systematic approach to understand and simplify the created networks. The systematic simplification is based on the following considerations and observations:
• Not all the words from verbalized protocols contribute to depth impressions (higher weight associative words); moreover, the proportions of these low weight associative words in the networks are rather high.
• Not all the identified high-weight associative words can be considered as depth impressions (e.g., unspecific words such as material, side, and thing).
Thus, we carefully considered the high-weight associative words for depth impressions and excluded unspecific words. We considered the following unspecific words: material, thing, side, surface, solid, raw material, container, and feeling. Moreover, we excluded the words explicit to the samples (e.g., "leather" in case of a leather sample, "wood" in case of a wood sample, or "cloth" in case of a cloth sample), which do not satisfying the criteria for "depth" impressions. As a result, the depth impressions were reduced by 28 to 77 (Table 2) .
To analyze the constructed full concept networks, we considered a method to simplify the networks, preserving their main characteristics. Then, we investigated the words from the explicit verbalized protocols contributing to the defined 77 depth impressions. By identifying the words from verbalized protocols contributing to the depth impressions, we decided on a standard to determine which verbalized protocol words are important for our analysis. Further, we employed the methodology in a manner similar to that we employed in the first stage of analysis to our reduced list of verbalized protocol words. Using this method, we reduced the low-weighted associative words in the created networks. However, the depth impressions, identified from the first stage of analysis, remain the same in this stage. The newly created simplified concept networks ( Figure 5 ) exhibit only the core characteristics of the impression networks from tactile interaction. Table 2 . The reduced depth impressions from the second analysis Figure 5 . The constructed simplified concept networks of users' depth impressions
Quantitative analysis
The tactile evaluations of the material samples were indicated by the participants (Table 3) . We assumed that the participants agree on their tactile evaluations. To test this assumption, one sample t-test was performed to examine if the mean score of evaluation differs significantly from the overall mean (n = 4.44). It was found that leather, glass, micro-print, and cloth have significant scores on the evaluation.
Furthermore, the quantitative analysis of the results accounted for the basic characteristics of the created concept networks in connection with the observed users' evaluation of materials. The correlation between the evaluation and number of significant nodes equaled 0.83 (p = 0.021 < 0.05), whereas the correlation between evaluation and the number of depth impressions was not significant. 
DISCUSSIONS
We partly understood the role of depth impressions from tactile interaction. The samples of wood and metal created a rich concept network with depth impressions strongly connected with artifacts and the living space (e.g., cutting board or piano). We consider that these two materials have such depth impressions because users are tactually accustomed and habituated with such materials. This is possibly because of historical experience aggregated over centuries.
Natural and artificial materials create depth impressions and structures of concept networks in users' minds with different complexities ( Figure 5 ). We can observe that naturallike materials such as metal and wood have more complex structures than plastic and glass. Thus, the tactile naturalness of the materials can be connected with these impressions. We account that the depth impressions, facilitated by the significant nodes, are manifesting the material tactile naturalness. This is also connected with the higher evaluation of these materials.
On the basis of the analysis of the created concept networks, we observed particular characteristics of the networks. Natural and habituated materials are characterized by coherent and stronger depth impressions. They also have more significant nodes in their networks (richer impressions). As we previously clarified, the depth impressions are stronger inward impressions beneath the surface impressions (number of significant nodes is correlated with evaluation). The stronger depth impressions create cores that lead to richer impressions and higher tactile evaluation of materials. This probably creates coherence in the overall impression for the users (see concept network of wood).
On the contrary, materials with an artificial appearance (glass and plastic samples) create simple networks of impressions. They create simpler networks with fewer significant nodes and depth impressions. The simpler networks probably indicate that the depth impressions do not comprise a coherent structure beneath the surface impression of the material.
The proposed new micro-print sample changes this impression in users. It creates a more coherent impression concept network in comparison with the same base material (glass) without micro-print. Both samples had nearly identical visual appearance. However, the created depth impressions are different than the non-printed sample used as a reference. Tactile change in material results in a change in the depth impressions.
The proposed material is not the same as the intermediate type between natural and artificial. We proposed a material that can create depth impressions, which are further developed than the natural and artificial material samples. The attributes of the proposed material are expressed differently, and it can have additional functions. The proposed micro-print material evokes depth impressions (special attributes such as "writing materials" and "camera") beyond that of the artificial and natural material samples.
This approach would allow for the creation of better emotional products in the future. The depth impressions and concept networks can be seen as the structure of the impressions space. The depth impressions can better account for emotions and intangible characteristics of materials, in comparison with existing tactile approaches to materials [11] .
A new approach for the tactile selection of materials can be formulated from this research. Material selections can be based on the nature and characteristics of depth impressions. These findings will provide the basis for employing new analysis tools and facilitate the development of impressionably better tactile materials for product design. Moreover, the second analysis of impressions allows rather complex networks, obtained from numerous participants, to be handled by the proposed method.
The findings discussed here are limited by the scale of the presented trial study and the used samples of materials. The elaborated tools are also limited in their range. For further verification, the presented original approach needs to be scaled and the depth impressions from a broader range of materials need to be investigated.
CONCLUSIONS
Tactile interaction creates impressions which are difficult to capture. Our approach has succeeded in capturing and analyzing depth impressions as an inward layer of surface impressions in the case of tactile interaction. We proposed a new tactile material that has a special impression structure that is beyond the impression structures of existing natural or artificial materials.
We captured the users' depth impressions of the proposed material in comparison with six other material samples, which are typically used in an office environment. The depth impressions and the manner in which they are formed (significant nodes from the users' verbalized protocols) are important for the tactile manifestation of materials. Warranted by the two-stage comparison of the concept networks and the depth impressions that our samples create, we can assess the users' tactile interactions with materials. On the basis of our findings, we can distinguish the tactile naturalness and users' evaluations on the foundation of the concept networks of depth impressions and the significant nodes that they create. The natural tactile exhibit is connected with the intensive concept networks and higher number of depth impressions. On the other hand, the artificial materials created simpler, incoherent networks and weaker depth impressions.
With this study, we have probably advanced one step closer to an impressionably ideal material, which is beyond the usual materials with a natural or artificial appearance. On the foundations of this research, we can formulate a new approach for tactile selection of materials. Material selections can be based on the nature and characteristics of the depth impressions. On the basis of the results of this trial, in future, we can further advance the approach of using depth impressions for designing products.
